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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.
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Repeat Business
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

“This is a repeat client,” says architect Kurt Lavenson of the Piedmont house he recently

renovated. “His taste runs much more modern than the house.” The 1940s 1,800 square

foot three-story home, built into a hillside, was typical of its time with a chimney, peaked

roofs, wood siding, and eight foot ceilings. The client had a very clear idea of the changes

he wanted to make. “He was now married to artist Bar Davi who does big paintings and he

wanted a more gallery-like, big modern white space in which to display them.” In fact, the

client was so clear that he brought a foam-core model to one of the first meetings about

the house. “I looked at him and said, ‘So what do you need me for?’, and we just laughed

because of course it needed a lot of development to make it come true, but he had a

vision.”    
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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.
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Balancing Act
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

“I also worked with the neighbors and the city,” says Lavenson, who was all too aware of

Piedmont’s notoriously tough planning commission. “It can be a really drawn out

process.” The project’s focus was on the top floor, which is visible from the street; changing

that floor would result in changing the style of the whole house. The couple, who were

empty nesters, wanted to move their master suite upstairs and live primarily on the top

floor. “He’d already done some work on those so we just treated them as a neutral block.”

Work had also been done on the courtyard and a view deck in the back, so it was clear that

anything Lavenson created would need to dovetail with the existing structure.  
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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.
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Inside Out
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

“We knocked down the walls and the chimney and we took the roof off. We rebuilt it taller,

but from the inside,” explains Lavenson, “So it has 10 or 12 foot ceilings, but it’s not taller

from the outside because I took away all the pointed roofs”.   
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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.
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Low Maintenance
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

The roof was made darker and skylights, which help bring light into the house, were made

smaller. “That way it wouldn’t disturb people further up the hill with too much reflection.”

The exterior was changed to painted stucco and the wooden window frames were switched

out for aluminum giving the home not only a much more modern look, but making it much

easier to maintain.  
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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.
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Window Slash
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

The changes inside were equally thoughtful. “I rearranged the spaces to create big

openings in between all the rooms.” With the neighbors in mind, Lavenson took away

windows that faced the homes on either side. “I made bigger windows at the back of the

house where the view is. In the middle and front of the house, I moved the windows up.”

Clerestory windows bring in light and views of the sky and treetops, but are fully private.

“The clerestory runs further than the windows below. That's a window we took out for the

neighbor. But we kept the echo of it and then the client’s wife just hung another painting.

We gave her extra wall space.”  
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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.
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Energy Saver
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

The house is also energy-efficient thanks to the photovoltaic system that was installed. “It’s

big enough to run everything, including his car. In fact, he wishes he’d made more stuff

electric.” Overhangs, which shade the windows, also help keep the house cool.  
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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.

Abigail Stone

Photo credit: Paul Dyer

Photography
What A Yam
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

There’s an orange element that finds it echoes throughout the house: it's in the glass

painted panel in the kitchen, in the refrigerator’s glass panel, and in the thick wall that

comes out of the front of the house. The color — “I think it’s called “Buttered Yam” — has its

origins in one of Davi’s paintings. The floor is a porcelain tile that looks like concrete.  
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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.

Abigail Stone

Photo credit: Paul Dyer

Photography
Design Cred
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

When it came time to go before the planning committee, Lavenson and the client were

understandably nervous. Much to his surprise, the plans were passed with unanimous

approval on the first round. “One of the board got up and said ‘I wanted to make it clear

that you can change a house from traditional to modern and have it really work with the

neighborhood.'”  
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Modern Makeover
For a Piedmont remodel, architect Kurt Lavenson reimagines a traditional home for modern

day living that is sensitive to both the original architecture and the neighbors.

Abigail Stone

Photo credit: Paul Dyer

Photography
Building Process
Designed by Kurt Lavenson A.I.A.

Although Lavenson was not involved in the building process, which was done by

design/build contractor, Building Lab, he was pleased with the result. “Architects are often

scared about what's going to happen when the builder starts driving and I feel lucky that he

hired a builder that was so design oriented and brought this thing in for a fabulous

landing.” Ultimately, it was a dream collaboration between client and architect with an end

product that pleased everyone involved. Lavenson gives credit to the client. “The client was

the leader. And he picked people who worked with him and included him. It's fun for him.

He wanted to be part of it.”  
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